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ODD ONE OUT

Find the odd one out.

1. pollution, global warming, rainforest, acid
rain

2. earthquake, tornado, flood, rubbish

3. recycle, reuse, pollute, reduce

4. solar power, water power, fossil fuel, wind
power

5. coal, gas, oil, wind

6. unleaded petrol, diesel, recycled paper,
organic products

7. polluted, clean, spoiled, dirty

8. fauna, flora, power station, wild animal

WORD FORMATION

Complete the table.

SENTENCE COMPLETION

Complete the sentences with the verbs in the
table above. Use the right verb tense.

1. We should old envelopes.

2. Walking to the office spend-
ing money on the bus.

3. They should pass new laws to 
wildlife in the area.

4. Hanging clothes to dry in the sun helps
the consumption of energy.

5. We should new trees because
they absorb CO2.

6. In the summer, large crops of fruit may be
by freezing.

7. What materials do you in
your school?

8. Tropical rainforests might disappear in our
lifetime if we don’t them.

REPHRASING

Rewrite the sentences, starting them as sug-
gested.

1. They organised the concert to raise funds.

The concert 

2. They are cutting down trees to use the
land for agriculture.

Trees 

3. They are going to close down that shop.

That shop 

4. You should turn off the heating at night.

The heating 

5. Mr Johnson signed my letter of recom-
mendation.

My letter of recommendation 

6. They might invite me to the show.

I 

7. They’ll send us a brochure in a few days.

We 

8. ‘Write a letter to Greenpeace.’

My teacher advised me 
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Verb Translation Noun

conserve

preserve

recycle

reduce

reuse

save

plant

protect
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VOCABULARY

Match the words with their definitions or explanations.

endangered The natural environment in which an animal or plant lives
or grows.  

extinction Things from nature like trees or oil that we use in our daily
lives.

habitat When a living forest is destroyed due to things such as log-
ging, cattle ranching, or oil drilling.

deforestation A diet that does not include any meat, chicken, or fish but
can include dairy and eggs.

logging When a species or habitat is threatened with extinction.
natural resources To be able to use something over an endless period of

time in a way that does not destroy the environment.
diet The total dying out of a species of animal, plant, etc.

vegan The act of cutting down trees to use them for wood prod-
ucts.

vegetarian Another word for “natural” or “living”.
nutrition The food that a person or animal usually consumes.

organic What our bodies need to be healthy and alive.
synthetic fibers A totally plant-based diet that does not include any animal

products like meat, dairy, or eggs.
indigenous peoples Fabrics like polyester, nylon, acetate, and acrylic that come

from petrochemicals.
sustainable The original, native peoples that have lived in the same

area for thousands of years.
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